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Ft. Wiz Khalifa

They see me coming they say they come big time
yeah nigga big money big rhymes
big old thing in my past for big body dimes
between hate and love is a very thin line
you see me coming they say they go big dope
yeah nigga big money, big song
big old thing in my short for big body bro's
between hate and love is where the guns pop off

Now I don't buy shit, all of my chips go high lips
boog it up nice jeans, born styling
hot tack shit, expects shower hate TV's
in the mirrors watch the house with my bad chick
pull size to cruise, bubble back that oh we feelin in the
move
with some slow wet sex she real splash it
she told me go long and do it bad at me
..what did you say you and I say
in love forever in life is but a dream don't wait me
spreeze at venees them little T-shirt look purp
when the titties my baby
lip crazy and I..stress free everything is old love lately
and ever since we hooked up life is wavy
we at good the..wherever you sun blazin

Hook:
Superstar life, superstar life
we crime and crime don't pay, girl what you know about
it
in other words these name are dangerous free
come fly with me you'll be my co-pilot
superstar life she was start life
we crime to rhyme don't pay girl what you know about it
in other words these name are dangerous free
come fly with me you'll be my co-pilot

Let's get hot, damn, that ass is first class
so hot, so hot hey y'all is
so hot, damn, that ass is first class
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so hot, I know you see that rider with
Let's get hot, damn, that ass is first class
so hot, so hot bitches got money
so hot, damn, that ass is first class
so hot, it will last nigga swing that

Rolling up before the first one is even over
we run the game till the game we never sober
the cush I'm smoking on is from the growl world
the smell is reminiscent of a molder
cut from the same..is all the same
me and Prodigy see all this change
now we gotta be from this stronger strange
I'm cool with the..I bring it on the plane
say I'm wolves bitch that's with my cubans
I got all the snootch ti all for do it music
fuck the money rub the family the most
the rest alone I can't remember being bro
get hot so much don't know how to be in low
I'll take a nigga crib and spin it on the low
that mean I'm ballin like a ball game
30 thousand on this bar name

[Hook:]

Who to ever guess that VSOP be so gifted
..in a new year with this big shit
it sound like my amy night on the club strip
sitting in the fly begin lifted
on it low lady spark man coach me
no cack cold no say say
no excuse me miss
they see me..is more like what up kid
I see you shining I can smell it nigga with money
what up big time is main but just mother f*cking good
life girl
you're looking good man, you can have a good night
bring your chicks to the ricks
we got all the bottoms in the splished
they come and get some room service from the garden
sex
are you my guard as you find out soon enough maybe
know

[Hook:]
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